Dear Ms.ABC ji & MR.XYZ ji:
It would be a pleasure for us to be able
to help you with your query. We have tried to address
your query at priority along with BONUSEs to help you.
Your Birth details:
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Love and Compatibility Report
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Your Life partners Destiny and Nature Analysis
special BONUS

 MR.XYZ ji would be a brave heart and with a spirit
of adventure, and could be daring- but at the same












time may lose confidence if matters don’t happen
due to moon influence.
The ahankaar or ego needs proper massage else
he may feel insulted soon
The person could be highly ambitious and also
independent minded- but at the same time the
other extreme of personality could be sensitivity.
He might have daring plans – but may not be able
to execute them
The person could Love for travel- would also need
more encouragement
He has to giving pinpricks by voicing opinions
openly
Has to deal with opposition well
The person could have beautiful looking Eyes
He may have god magnetism in personality.
He could also be fairly well Respected &
prominent due to sun influence
One needs to control on diet and may be drug
problems

Also

 The person is fairly intelligent with a bright mind
 Timidity and lack of confidence at times has to be
removed by YOGA.
 The person may have attractive with a beautiful
appearance
 Learning and knowledge may be important for the
person and may turn him a bit philosophical.
 Basic issues in relationships possible due to saturn
+ moon conflict
 He would be generally happy mood give hope to
others
 May also could have healing gifts
 There could be fondness for music and fine arts

 There could be an element of spirituality and
dharma in the person and he could be inclined
strongly towards GOD.
 Would sincerely love your family.
A) The basic compatibility Between You and
Your life partner
The basic Vedic method of guna milan with
explanations is given below.
Your Guna Milan
Guna
Boy Girl Maximum Obtained
Area Of Life
Varna
Kshatriya
Bramhin 1
0
Vasya
Chatu
Keeta
2
1
Tara
Ati mitra
Kshema 3
1.5
Yoni
Ashva
Mriga
4
3
Maitri
Mars
Mars
5
5
Gana
Devta
Devta
6
6
Bhakoot Aries
Scorpion 7
0
Nadi
Adi
Madhya
8
8

Obtained Point
Work
Dominance
Destiny
Mentality
Compatibility
Guna Level
Love
Health

Ashtakoot Matching between MR.XYZ ji and
Ms.ABC is 24.5/36
Varna
 This Varna refers to the spiritual and ego
development of the couple.
 The boy’s Varna is Kshatriya or the warrior and the
girl belongs to Brahmin Varna the pundits. One has
to take care of ego issues or matters.
Vasya

 This aspect tells the degree of magnetic control or
harmony between the couples. Like for Aries a fire
sign, Leo and Scorpio work fine.
 Vashya for boy is Chatushpad while the girl comes
under keet or insects vashya. They will enjoy a
sensitive, and connection and magnetism between
them. The lady would provide the support that is
needed.
Tara
 The boy belongs to Atimitra tara awhile the girl is
in the two Ksheme tara. They both would support
each other
Yoni Kuta
 The sexual compatibility is measured here. We
humans have evolved form lower forms of
reptiles/birds/animals and mammals – so carry
some past traits of the same. This is a powerful
method to look at the basic compatibilities
 The 27 constellations or nakshatras have various
Yonis. So a good harmony here means god
harmony in sex matters. Like ashwini and
shatbisha Yoni is ashwa or horse.
Nakshatra1
naskhatra2
Yoni type
 Ashwini
shatabishaj
Horse
 Bharani
Revati
elephant
 Pushya
krittika
sheep
 Rohini
Mrigashira
serpent
 Mula
ardra
dog
 Ashlesha
Punarvasu
cat
 Magha
Purva phalguni
rat
 Uttar ashada Uttar bhadrapada cow
 Swati
Hasta
buffalo
 Vishakha
chitra
tiger






Jyeshtha
anuradha
Purva ashada
sharvana
Purva bhadrapad dhanishtha
Uttar ashada

Hare
Monkey
Lion
Mongoose

 The boy belongs to Ashwa yoni or horse sexual
conduct whereas the girl belongs to Mrig yoni or
deer sexual conduct. So there could be fair enough
match and harmony in the match as far as sex
matters is concerned. This alliance also ensures
prosperity, once they unite. They will have good
sexual compatibility. A fairly passionate and
fulfilling union, as both would have fair enough
desire to please the other.
 The boy could work at extremes of high appetites
and also periods of low appetite.
Rashi Lord
 If the rashi or moon sign of the boy is 2nd from the
girl or the rashi of the boy is 12th from the boy,
bad effects would come through. If it is just
opposite good results would come in.
 The boy and the girl both have the rashi lord Mars
or Mangal. There is harmony between the couple
and they will complement each other based on
Vedic astrology.
 The male has drive and ambition and the female
would support the same. The boy has the
sensitivity component which gets addressed here
and helps in relationships.
Gana
 Gana looks at the compatibility of temperament
between the couples. That is the temperament and
the character of the couple involved. If there is a

difference in temperament that could still be
harmonious.
 The divisions is based on human(manushya),
deva( the divine beings) and rakshahas( or the
devils).This s indicated by the broth constellation.
 There could be difference in piety or dogmas or
concepts in the couple- like inter religion or
interacts marriages many a times.
 The boy and the girl both belong to the Dev gana
or divine gana. So there would be peace and love.
They both will handle situation with good insights
and will understand each other’s view point very
well. The trust and regard would grow.
Bhakoot
 The Zodiac sign for boy is Mesha and the girl
belongs to Vrishchik sign or Scorpio .This
combination may not work out to be great. There
could be disputes and disagreements due to this.
Nadi
 This is the most important aspect & also
significant. It that is naadi indicates the pulse or
the nervous energy and also heriditary factors.
Also pyshcological.The nadis would be thought as
humors like=vata(air), pitta(fire or bile) or kapha
or phlegm doshas.
 The boy belongs to Aadi nadi and the girl belongs
to Madhya nadi. This is a very good combination
according to nadi compatibility rules . You both
would have good understanding and empathize
with each other well and also be supportive to
each other. Your love would grow steadily.

B)Mangal Dosha and also Length and Stability of
Marriage
Mr..XYZ has 'No Mangal Dosha or issues due to mars
and Ms.ABC ji has 'Low Mangal Dosha'
As mars afflicts Jupiter’s as well in the 7th bhava, so
one needs to control the same energy as it urles the 6th
bhava as well.
BONUS:
 Patience is much needed
 Hanuman chalisa daily as many times possible with
reverence
 Over all conduct needs to be discreet
How Helpful the marriage would be?.
The marriage would be fair enough useful, once the
Mangal dosha has been worked on by the lady.
Children and Kids
 The boy has a fair enough 5th lord in 9th on a
Jupiter sign so good chance of having kids.

Basic Personality of Your Life Partner.
 Already covered above
 Some more inputs about Him
•
He could be an extremely touchy individual and
might be all the more though in his approach. He may
have enthusiasm for ponders on matters . He may

show a mastery streak in him however is for the most
part touchy and anxious by nature.
•
He on flip side could be friendly and now and
again eager, you need to deal with what you address
this individual as he could get into his shell and feel
offended and fight back. Indeed he would assume
proprietorships and liability also.
•
So in the event that you could deal with care for
this individual, at that point just proceed. As your core
planet is mercury & jupiter with a few impacts of
malefic energy coming here, and his core planet is
Moon & Saturn which is philosophical in nature.
•
Mercury and Moon and also Saturn are
adversaries they can cooperate if genuine feelings of
serenity is kept up

.Coming 12 Months for Love Life.
Over view of coming 12 months for love2017
ending and 2018
•
As suggested in before, this year 2018 could be
somewhat hard from the personal matters point of view
for and you must be more sympathetic and empathetic
with individuals than responding in harsh terms to the
them. Haste and words talked require discretion. All
choices must be well idea else fights or issue may
manifest.
•
Meditation and afterward following up on the
same would do the diversion for you for progress.
Around April/May 2018 and September/October
require more care, rest would be OK.

Nov

2017

Your energy passion levels and energy levels could be
on a high. Speak with care now.
· A peaceful time
· Try to stay relaxed/cool and connect lovingly now
· enjoy your relationships
· the pleasures of bed could improve due to moon
energy
Dec 2017 :
There could be high passion and energy in outings and
fun now.
· There could be Fun & thrill in love and married life
would increase
· There could be many outings and pleasure trips at
this time
. Falling into new affairs is not ruled out, if inclined that
way.
. Your intimate relationship would grow warmer and
would give better fruits in this time
. Your interest in dharma/religion would greatly help to
enhance the relationship.
Jan 2018
This time could be eventful. The messages/news or
communications could be disturbing at times.
. Once gain There could be slightest problems on the
marital front but better than before

. You have to Learn to adjust more
. Your image improvements would happen Recognition
will improve your social value.
. Be positive and constructive now
Feb 2018
This could be a slightly more eventful time. You have to
bear with this.
During this you may face some ups and down in your
emotions and personal relationships
Try to be more caring and sensitive
But you will have much family support in this time.
Being silent and forgiving will best option for you for
better life.
Hypersensitivity needs to be controlled
Avoid getting carried away by emotion only at this time
March 2018
You will have a great time for fun and outings.
Great time for outings and fun.
Your social interactions and connection to groups of
people could increase manifold.
You will meet more friends and enjoy life much more.
Good time for dharma/religion and visiting temples
april 2018:

Due to your High energy levels- avoid fights. Take care
what you speak.
There could be problems on the marital or love front
Learn to trust each other more
Recognition now will improve your social value.
Avoid any kind of mistrust from any side.
May 2018
You will Focus on responsibilities and life. Avoid haste
now. Be caring.
Time for more change fun.
Speak with care & responsibility.
Outings could be there.
Fun & good news now is not ruled out.

June 2018
There could be Too much of fun talking and outgoing
nature , which may have an impact. Just do YOGA or
prayers and enjoy the serenity- take care of what
you speak.
More family responsibilities may impact the fun & thrill
of this time.
Over all outings and family outings could be there.
Good for closely or intimately connecting to your lover.

Peaceful time unless you transgress a responsibility.
July 2018:
This May not be a great time for love for you. Anger
and fights may come in now.
· Take special care in regard to people you may
connect to .
· New relationships ones may not develop so quickly.
· Special effort on your part would be needed to
maintain the relationships
· You might be more introspective now or be more
drawn inwardly- or interest in occult may develop- so
could affect social life.
August 2018:
There could be excess passion levels, avoid
domination and fights.
· You have to Avoid any coldness creeping in the
relationship- this would help you to avoid discord
. Avoid and ensure no differences cropping up due to
overwork
. Your Inclination towards philosophy will give
satisfaction and gladness in your life.
. There could be separations from loved ones due to
work

. Take special care of your spouse’s health
September 2018:
You have to Speak with care and also avoid impulsive
behavior now as else intense problems could come in.
There could be Many new relationships may start due
to passion and energy
you may feel the passion and zest for the relationship
in the entire period
Avoid quarrels or fights creeping in- by controlling
aggression or your anger
Forgiveness is the mantra for this period
Oct 2018:
You have to Be more caring and less restless. Take
care and enjoy the closeness.
This could be a Good time to start a new relationship
Respect others person’s individuality for best results
New relationship may happen on its own.
There could be Disputes due to conflict of ego.
Possibility to get involved with a prominent person.
Gain in position would help to substantiate new
relationships
Your relationship might come into prominence at this
time

Use of wit and charm would help you to build up better
relationship

One could ideally
a)
b)

Do upayas
Do conscious effort to improve the matters

Then only take a call on the relationship.
Suggested Remedies
 Hanuman chalisa daily for mangal dosha issues
 Om Namoha shivaye daily many times would help
a lot.108 x as
 Donation of red closth on Tuesdays
We wish you all the best in Life,
Arjun Pundit for astrozing.com

For any Clarification Regarding This Report–
Kindly Feel Free To Send Us a Mail at E-Mail Id
Given Below:
astrozing.com@gmail.com

